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Abstract'·
In order to obtain the degree in electrical engineering, I started my studies in september
1992 at the Technical University of Eindhoven. This report is the result of my final project
of nine months conducted at Alcatel Mietec in Brussels.
The purpose of the work was to investigate the phase noise properties of the PLL working
at 900 MHz, such as is used in GSM. Phase noise is an important design parameter, because
if the level of phase noise exceeds a certain value, the bit error rate of the received signa!
will be too high, thus deteriorating the system's total perfonnance.
The noise properties of the PLL where examined using behavioural models written in HDLA. This language makes it possible to obtain an efficient, accurate and relative fast model
of the PLL. The noise was investigated in frequency domain as weIl as in time domain. The
latter model can be used to examine the amount of spurious, which is generated as aresuIt
of the discrete character of the PLL.
The most important conclusions are that the noise in the reference and at the filter output
are the mayor contributors in the total output phase noise. If the loop is weU designed the
veo noise has only a minor influence. The sampling of the noise causes aliasing,especially
when the spectrum is white, this can cause for a noise amplification. Reference and filter
noise can be reduced, by making use of different loop architectures.
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Introduction
In modem wireless telecommunication an effort is made to place more and more functions on a
single integrated circuit. One of the limiting factors in this process is the fact that the phase noise
constrains on the local oscillator are very high. This is because the desired signal modulates a
carrier using phase modulation. For GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) in
particular, the integrated phase noise (for a frequency band of 15 Hz to 15 kHz) at the output of
the frequency synthesizer must be smaller than 2 degrees rms. This results in noise of -150 dBc
(lOlog(S.,'Ps) at 1 kHz offset measured at the 200 kHz input, for an output signa! of 900 MHz.
For DECT (Digital European Cordless Telephony) the same phase noise constraint is used, but
here the output frequency is 1.8 GHz.
The importance of low phase noise for a radio receiver, can be made cIear using figure 1.
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Figure 1 Effect of phase noise in receiver

The loca! oscillator signa! is tuned to the desired channel and then the received and loca! signal
are mixed in order to convert the former to baseband. However, if the received signa! consists of
not only the desired signal but also an interference signal, the phase noise around the loca!
oscillator will convert this interference to baseband. This will cause an increase in bit error rate.
If the local oscillator is used to transmit a signa!, phase noise in this signal can cause nearby
weak channels to be overwheimed by the noise, this is shown in figure 2.
In low noise frequency synthesizers used for wireless applications, the use of a phase locked loop
is a necessity. To be able to predict the resulting phase _noise when designing a circuit, an
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accurate model of the resulting phase noise at the output should be developed.

frsq

[Hz)

Figure 2 Effect of phase noise on transmitter

With this model it should be possible to calculate the contribution of the noise in each
component of the PLL in the total output noise. A model based on an AC-analysis can he used to
give a first estimate of the different noise contributions. To be able to see the effect of sampling
and the charge pump, a transient model should be developed.

In chapter one, basic theory for both the linear and the digital PLL is developed. In chapter two,
fundamentals of phase noise and the contribution of the noise generated in the different
components are examined. Chapter three gives some insight in the noise present in the different
components. The modelling process is reviewed in chapter four, and in chapter five some other
PLL schemes are examined. The last part are the conclusions that can be drawn from the work
done.
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1. The phase locked loop
1.1 General description of the phase locked loop
In frequency synthesis the phase locked loop (PLL) is a key element [1-2,17-19]. It provides a
way to generate a number of very stabie frequencies using only one reference souree. PLLs can
he divided into three different classes: the linear type, the digital PLL (DPLL) and the All Digital
PLL (ADPLL). The difference between the latter two, is that in the ADPLL no analog intermediate signals are used in contrast to the DPLL, which has a mixed (analog and digital)
architecture. The linear PLL is a pure analog system.

1.1.1 Basic PLL
In principle the PLL behaves like any feedback control system: it tries to minimize the error

between the reference and the feedback signal. The special property of the PLL is that it
minimizes the phase error between the two signais. This implies that even if there remains a
small steady state phase error, the frequency error will be zero. This situation will be called 'in
loek'. Figure 1.1 shows a block diagram of the PLL.

Rut

Phase
detector

Loopfilter

-

'------

Fraquency
divider

-

put

°ï

veo

f--

Fig 1.1 Block diagram ofthe Phase Locked Loop
The basic PLL consists of four components that have the following functions.
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Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO). This device generates a sinusoidal signal at a frequency

which is a function of the control voltage. The ideal VCO has a linear characteristic:
fout

=Jo

+

K vco Vc ·K.co has the dimension HzJV.

Frequency divider. This component divides the frequency of the input by a variabie factor (N).
This variabie N makes it possible to generate PLL-output frequencies that are integer multiples of

the (fixed) reference frequency.
Phase detector. This part determines the phase difference between the two input signals. This
can be done using frequency multiplication (analog) or by measuring the time-interval between

two

rising

difference: Vpd

edges

(digital).

= Kpd '6di/

.~

The

(ideal)

is

output

proportional

to

the

phase

has dimension V/rad.

Loop filter. A low-pass filter is used to attenuate the high-frequency components produced by
the phase detector. The order of the PLL is the order of the filter plus one.

1.1.2 The phase detector
The design of the phase detector is one of the important aspects in PLL-design. This element not
only influences for a great deal the overall accuracy and noise performance, but also determines
the locking behaviour.
In the linear PLL a frequency mixer can be used to serve as a phase detector. This is because of
the simple relation (1.Ia).
sin(a)'Cos(l})

Asin(a)·Bcos(l})

= .!.sin(a -I})
2

= KpdA:[

+ .!.sin(a +1})

2

(Ua)

sin(a-I}) + sin(a+p) ]

A and B have dimension Volt (or Ampere) and ~ has dimension V-lor (AI). The arguments ex
and ~ are given by (1.Ib).

a

= wIt +

I} = w 2t +

4>1
4>2

(Ub)

Using relations (1.Ia) and (1.Ib) it should be clear that when there is no frequency difference,
the phase difference generates a DC-output, assuming that the signal at the double frequency is
filtered out by the loop filter. For small differences the output is proportional to this difference
because then sin<p is approximately <p.
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When there is a frequency difference the situation gets more complex, because then the output is
an AC-signal, which modulates the VCO output. Now, two different situations can oceur. If the
peak modulation of the VCO is smaller than the frequency differenee the loop will loek within
one single beatnote (figure 1.2a). The PLL then is said to be in the loek range. This loek range
can be calculated using (1.2) (division factor is unity).
(1.2a)

(1.2b)

F(rn) is the filters response. As can be seen from (1.2a) the órn can become zero when the former

right hand part of (1.2a) is smaller than the peak value of the sum of the latter two righthand
parts. This means the loek range can be calculated as(1.2b), assuming an active filter is used with
principal time constants 'tI and 't2
If a step frequency change of the reference oceurs which is larger than the loek range, even at its
initial peak value the VCO output is smaller than the frequency difference. This means that an
immediate locking cannot take place. Still, it is possible for the PLL to become locked. This is
because the VCO output frequency is modulated in an asymmetrieal manner. If the modulation is
sueh that the frequency difference becomes greater, the duration of the modulation will be
shorter. On the other hand, if the differenee beeomes smaller, the duration will be longer. This
causes the average frequency (the dashed line in 1.2b) to be greater than would be the ease with
symmetrie modulation(the dotted Hne). An example is shown in figure 1.2b.

2nfJ-----------

•

b

Figure 1.2 Behaviour in loek (a) and pull-in range (b)
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If the initial jump is smaller than a critical value, this process will continue, pulling the VCO

output, until the difference is zero. This critical value is called the pull.in range. If a frequency
jump greater than this critical value is applied, the system will become unlocked and will not
loek again. If the jump is smaller locking will occur, but the process is much slower than when
the PLL is in loek range.
1.1.3 Digital phase detector.

For digital PLL's information about the phase difference is only available at the one-zero
transitions. It can then be measured as the time difference between the rising (or fal1ing) edges of
the reference and feedback signal. Figure 1.3 shows the architecture of a digital phase detector.
This device is usually called a phase-frequency [10,14] detector (PPD) because when a frequency
error exists, this determines the output rather then the phase error.

1

A

0
FF

ref-x;F

co

B

1

1.3 Phase-frequency detector

The doek-inputs of the two flip-flops are driven by, the reference (REP) and the feedback signal
(COM). The outputs (A and B) drive a so called charge pump, like the one shown in figure 1.4.
This device converts the digital pulses in an analog current (or voltage signal. Four different
states, as listed in the tabIe, are possible at the output. To explain the working, it is assumed that
the reference lags the feedback signal (COM). At a positive edge of the COM-signal, the QN-output of the corresponding flip-flop will go to zero and referring to table 2.1, the output will be
positive. At the positive edge of the REF-signal, the Q-output of the other flip-flop will go to
one. For the charge pump this means that both the switches are on and in this way the currents
cancel each other. After the build-in delay time the flip-flops will be reset and both switches will
be tumed off. The output node of the charge pump is then no longer connected, this is called the
high impedanee state.
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Figure 1.4 Charge pump

The build-in delay [7] is used to prevent a dead zone in the phase detector' s response. The
switching time of the flip-flops is large in comparison to the expected phase errors, so without
the delay, the system would be reset before it had time to react to these small errors and this
would deteriorate the overall performance.
Figure 1.5 shows the response of the digital phase detector to a phase (a) and frequency
difference (b) of the two input signais. The moment where the output is in high impedance state
is shown with a dotted line [2].
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Fig. 1.5 Response fo phase (a) and frequency (b) difference
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When this type of phase detector is used no distinction can be made between the lock- and pullin range, as was the case for a linear PLL. The only process that can occur is a pull-in process,
the output frequency is always pulled in the direction of the reference frequency (times N). This
can easily be verified using figure l.S. The time constant of this pull-in process is much smaller
than in the case of the linear PLL. This time constant is given by (1.3) [2].

Nel

(1.3)

aI.
vc re!

K

Tpua-ill =
.

Here, Cl is the filter' s main capacitor. There exists no critical value for this process, the range is
only limited by the VCO range. From this, it should be clear that the use of a charge pump PLL
very advantageous over a linear one.

1.2 Analysis of the PLL in loek
When the system is locked and only small phase deviations occur, the behaviour of the analog
PLL can be linearised. If the loop bandwidth is much smaller than the reference frequency the
same model applies to the digital PLL [9, 25]. In this linearised model the Laplace transform can
be taken of the phase signais. For the VCO this yields (1.1) (the Laplace transformed variables
are denoted with capitais).

(l.4)

In this formula 8 0 denotes the output phase,

the output frequency (rad/s),

COo

VIp

the output

voltage of the loopfilter, Kvco the VCO-constant(HzJV), and con the VCO free running frequency.
The frequency divider, divides this signal with a factor N, so the phase-detector output signal is
(1.5).Here

er denotes the reference phase and ~ the phasedetector constant
vpt:/J)
VpJS)

(V/rad).

tlo(f)

= (6r (t)-N)'Kpd
= (9r (s)-

(1.5)

8 (s)

Iv

)'Kpd

The transfer function of the PLL is then (1.6).
H(s)

=

9 o(s)
9 r (s)

K-vc----=Á=-'~'____=_(-S)=__

=
Ns
8

+ KvcoK~(s)

(1.6)

1. The phase locked loop
Here F(s) denotes the filter transfer function. Using this fonnula the tracking perfonnance of the
PLL càn be analyzed, using the same methods as in nonnal feedback systems.
The steady state phase error can he calculated using the final value theorem. This yields for a
step frequency input (which is a phase ramp input) (1.7).

(1.7)

This means that when the DC-gain of the loopfilter is nearly infmite the error will be zero. In
linear systems this can be realised with an active loop filter. For the digital PLL with the in
paragraph 1.1.3 described phase detector, even with a passive filter this can be obtained. A
typical active filter that is used with this kind of phase detector is shown in figure 1.6[26].

C1

AdditionaJ
;;>-"'---j

filter

Figure 1.6 Typical PU loop filter

Because the phase detector usually has a current output, the dimension of ~ is A1rad instead of
V/rad. The transfer function (1.8) of the basic loop filter has dimension [0.].

(1.8)
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The influence of the additional fIlters is disregarded for now. Ideally this fIlter has infmite

De

gain. The bode diagrams of this fIlter are plotted in figure (1.7). Here an opamp with inflD:ite gain
and input resistance is used.

o

100

[deg]

[dB]

phase(oo )

mas( (0)

50'--_--'-_ _........_

.........._ _.....

-90~_........_ _-'-_ _'"-_--'

Figure 1.7 Bodediagrams of7oopfilter

The values for the components are RI =6.8k. CI =lOnF and

c.= 270 pF.

The stability of the loop can be analyzed by caiculating the damping factor ç. The easiest way to
detennine ç is to plot the Bode diagrarns of the open loop transfer function and estimate the
phase margin from this plot. The corresponding ç can then be caiculated using (1.9).

c=~
3n

(1.9)

In this equation a. denotes the phase margin (in degrees) and n is the slope of the gain curve at
the moment the gain reaches 0 dB(in dB per decade). The Bode diagrams of the open loop (using
the filter of figure 1.6) are shown in figure 1.8. In this case (with a simplified loopfilter) the
bandwidth and damping factor of the loop can be calculated using equation (1.10), here c; is
assumed to be small so it does change the low frequency behaviour.

"

IJ

=

C=

~ K,Jnt
CN

(1.10)

I

RCI

--IJ)

2

IJ

Using a division factor (N) of 4500, an :f..er of 1 mA and a
caiculated to be 22 kradls (3.5 kHz). The damping factor is 0.75.
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of 22e6, the bandwidth is
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100
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Figure 1.8 Bode diagrams of linear PU

The phase margin now is estimated to be 55
decade. This yields a

ç of 0.76,

0

and the zero crossing slope is about 24 dB per

which is close to the calculated value of 0.75

1.3 Discrete character of the PLL
The model presented in the last chapter is useful when exarnining linear PLL's or DPLL's with a
limited bandwidth. 1t should be kept in rnind however that for the latter the actual system is
discrete: inforrnation about the phase error is only known at discrete times. Because a discrete
feedback system is always less stabIe than a continuous one perforrning the same function, a
model for the DPLL should he developed in order to verify the stability requirements found in
the continuous analysis. This model also can provide means to investigate pulse response, that
can overdrive the veo.
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1.3.1 Discrete model of the PIL
Because the loop has a discrete nature the phase error is only laiown at the time a sampling takes
place [8-9]. The phases of the reference and the divided VCO signa! are given by equation
(1.11).

":

c1'cCt) = 2rtfo·t

-10

lj1(t)

+

(Ijl)

JKvcoVc(t)dt
o

Here, <Pr denotes the reference phase, <Pc the VCO-output signal and Vc(t) the voltage at the VCO
input. If the phase detector is in high impedance state, the signal that reaches a value k21t fust
(with k any integer) switches the output current on. At the moment the second wave (the one
lagging in phase) reaches this value, the current is switched off. At this moment the phase error
is known, so it can be seen as the moment where the sampling takes place. This sampling is
nonuniform hecause the frequency and phase of the waves change continuously.
The input to the loopfilter is a square wave with a height of ~( and a duration given by (1.12).

(1.12)

The loop filter used here is drawn in figure 1.6 . Considering the opamp to have infmite gain, the
transfer function of the system is given by equation (1.13), the additional filter is a simple low
pass stage (with a 10 k.Q resistor and a capacitor of 300pF). An active filter is used to keep the
output of the charge pump at a stabIe voltage.

R1sC I + 1
.
1
R1C1Cz:S2 + S(C1+Cz} RzC3s + 1

(1.13)

This equation can he split into partial fractions such as is done in equation (1.14);

A
s

(1.14)
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(1.15)

The eonstants A,B and C in this equation are given by the formula (1.15) (t 1,"c 2 and t 3 are the
filter"s time eonstants:
The response of this system (to a single square wave) ean be ealculated using standard (inverse)
Laplaee transformation teehniques. However, the equation found using this method is large and
eumbersome. If the duration of the pulses is smal1 enough in eomparison with the sample period,
the pulses ean be approximated by Dirae unit impulses (with relative height ~efen). Now the
response ean be found by taking the inverse Laplaee transform of equation (1.14). This delivers
equation (1.16).

(1.16)

het)

A eomparison ean be made between the response predieted by equation (1.16) and the aetual
response of a square wave (Iref is 1mA). This is shown in figure 1.9 for an error of 0.5 rad and
1.0 rad. It ean be seen that the waves for an (already large) error of 0.5 rad are very mueh alike.
For the error of 1 rad the differenee is somewhat greater but still the approximation is quite
aeeeptabie.

0.075

0.15

approx(t)

approx(t)

actual(t)

aetual( t)

O~

----,

OL.-

o

o
Figure 1.9 Response to phase errors of 0.5 and 1.0 rad.
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The fact that the pulses are at a nonuniform rate, does change the behaviour of the PLL, but if
the frequency deviations of the reference are smalI, the square wave will have its start or ending
at an almost fixed rate. This means that the output of the phase detector consists of a series of
Dirac pulses with a constant distance of T (=lIfref). The time the n-th pulse is present will be
denoted as ly,. If the output is (virtually) sampled synchronous and isochronous, the calculation of
the phase error at any discrete moment can be calculated using formula (1.17).

6

n

= '"'fin _ 1jIn
N

(1.17)

Here Sn denotes the phase error on the n-th sample moment, <1>0 is the reference phase at time
and 'JIn the offset phase of the com-signal at time ly, (1.18)

~

C"

1jIn =

1jI(tn)

+

[KvcoVc(t)dt
o

+

fo·t n

(1.18)

n-l

Vc(t) = L dt/rejz(t-k'1)
o

This model already describes the behaviour of the discrete PLL, but one element is missing. This
is the fact that if the phase of the VCO is lagging the reference, the output of the filter changes
the resultant phase error [11]. This means that the value for the phase error at moment n found
by equations (1.17-1.18) is too high if the error is positive. The actual (square wave) response
should be calculated to be able to correct this error [28]. For errors small enough the effect is
negligible.
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2. Phase noise
2.1 Fundamentals of phase noise
Noise in signal sources can be best described as the unwanted amplitude or phase modulation of
a carrier. This unwanted modulation degrades the signal quality or bit error rate of a communication system and thus the system's capacitance. The continuously higher constrains on spectral
purity cause for a growing importance of low noise design. In the complex systems used, phase
noise is far more important than amplitude noise, because the latter is usually of a much lower
level[ 1,4,22].
Normal modulation theory can be used to observe the noise phenomena. In formula 2.1 a general
modulated signal is given.

X(t)

(2.1)

= v'2C(1 +A(t»cos(wct+cP(t»

In this formula A(t) denotes the amplitude modulation depth and <P(t) the phase modulation,

COc

is

the carrier frequency (in radians). Both A(t) and <P(t) are random variables, but for purposes of
analysis they are first considered to be sinusoids (2.2).

A(t)

= A -sin(qt)

cP(t)

= 6-sin(pt)

(2.2)

In this special case A and <p are constants. In the presence of only amplitude modulation (p=!) ,

(2.3)
by substitution of equation (2.2), relation (2.3) is found.
In the case of only phase modulation and under the assumption that <p «
found.

1 rad equation (2.4) is

X(t) = J o(6)sin(w ct) + J 1(6)sin(w c +p)t - J 1(6)sin(w c -p)t
X(t)

= sin(wct)

+

~sin(w
+p)t
2
c

15

-

~sin(w
-p)t
2
c

(2.4)

2. Phase noise

..

Jo(x) and J I(X) are Bess~l functions of the fust kind with orders 0 and 1 respectively. As can he

seen, formulas (2.3) and (2.4) are very much alike. If eosine is replaced by sine and the plus and
minus signs are changed (2.3 ) becomes the latter.
Although equation (2.4) is valid only for sinusoidal signals, it can still be very useful when
narrow band noise is considered. This is because filtered (Gaussian) noise can be represented by
a sinusoid for aperiod, which is the reciprocal of the filter bandwidth. In the case that a filter
with a bandwidth of 1 Hz is used, for one second the output signal of the filter
sinusoid with phase

<1>0

and amplitude

J2n o ' The values of n

another, no has a Rayleigh distribution and

<1>0

o

and

<1>0

will he a

change from o~e second to

is distributed uniform over (-1t, 1t)

In noise analysis only the mean and rms values of variables are of importance, so it is possible
to write the filter' soutput signal as (2.5).
Vou:(t) =

.j2ffaSÎIl«CiJ o +p)t

+

cP)

(2.5)

No = E[n~
Here

.rNo is

the long term mean rms value of the sinusoid at the output and

<I>

is some arbitrary

phase. If a carrier wave with angular frequency roo is added to this signal, a single side band
modulated signal is the result (2.6).

V(t) = jïCsinwt
The values of R and

+

{fN;;>in«CiJ o +P)t

+

4» = Rcos(CiJi

+

6)

(2.6)

e can be derived from (2.7).
(2.7)

From (2.7) it is clear that the phase modulation due to the noise signa! is exactly the same as the
amplitude modulation. When this signal it put trough a limiter, the amplitude modulation will he
suppressed, leaving a phase modulated signal with modulation index
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The resultant single sideband (SSB) phase noise power relative to the carrier
bandwidth at an offset p from the carrier (denoted by L(p»

in a 1 Hz

is given by (2.8).

No
L(p) -- 4C

(2.8)

If there are noise signals at both positive and negative sidebands, a same Fype of analysis can be

performed, be it that the resultant modulation index is multiplied by Ij 2 (because total noise
power is doubled).

2.2 PLL general noise equation
The behaviour of a linear PLL in the presence of noise can be investigated using a model of an
ideal PLL with additive noise sources. The noise generated by the sources is assumed to be
small, so the phase detector output is proportional to the phase error.

When the operating

frequency of the phase detector is much higher than the loop bandwidth, this model also holds
for the digital PLL. Figure 2.1 shows a PLL with all the additive noise sources of
interest[5,16,24].

~co

Fig. 2.1 Noise sourees of linear PU
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..

The tota! output noise can be obtained by calculating the transfer functions o(the additive noise
signals with respect to the output noise. This can he done using equations (2.9). The different
noise sources are assumed to be uncorrelated.

(2.9)

In this equation signal nx(s) denotes the Laplace transform of a noise signal with a power spectral

density (PSD) of Sx(co). The tota! output noise can be found by substituting the latter two
formulas into the first. The PSD of the output noise is given by equation (2.10).

(2.10)

with

For low offset frequencies H(co) is about N, the total noise can then be approximated to (2.11).

In this equation the influence of a large division factor becomes c1ear: the noise originating in

dividers and phase detector (though usually at a very low level) can play a rele of interest,
because of the multiplication trough the loop. For high offset frequencies H(co) becomes very
small and only the noise of the VCO dominates.
.
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(2.12)

From this it should be clear that to obtain an optimum phase noise performance the cut-off
frequency of H(m) should be placed at the point where the raw vee noise equals the output
noise given by (2.11).
The noise on the reference current (which determines the phase detector constant ~ ) cannot be
modeled using an additive noise source, for the influence of this noise source' is correlated to the
other noise sources in the circuit. If there would exist no other noise sources in the circuit, the
influence would be zero. However, due to the build in delay of the charge pump (when a DPLL
is used) , any noise generated inside the charge pump (in the current mirrors for example), will
be noticeable for the time the delay takes.

2.3 Noise in the discrete PLL
For the discrete PLL the response to a noise signal can be calculated using the theory derived in
paragraph 1.5 [11]. The loop is assumed to be locked and all the transient of the vee input
voltage have died out. If a noise signal is present at the reference input, the phase of the vee
signal will give a response of (2.13).

cl>vco(t)

e t
retb

= 27tKvc j(pdf,°- (h(.)d.

(2.13)

Here h('t) is the impulse response of the filter and 90 is the phase error at moment 0 (which
corresponds with time 0). The solution to this equation is iet) and can be calculated
straightforwardly, this yields (2.14).

(2.14)

This equation can now be used to examine the noise phenomena. It should be kept in mind
however that the response to this signal at the feedback input is only known at discrete times, the
first of which at time t) (T seconds from zero).
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cl>vco

0

0=

21tKp dKvCOf,6 (At + i(O))
rel

cl>vco

K.1('

0=

=>-

(2.15)

60

t
.
21t pd"-VC:0f,-(C - 1(0))
rel

1

The arguments of the exponential function are much smaller than T (using the relation C 2«C 1).
This means that function (2.14) can be approximated by (2.15) for times greater than T (t., for
n>1).
Figure 2.2 shows the response of the real function and the linear approximation to a phase error
of 0.01 rad

(~Kvco=22e3121t).

The response of the phase at the input of the phase detector can

be found by dividing the result by the value of the total division factor present.
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Fig. 2.2 Phase response of PLL
With this, it becomes clear that the response is govemed by the two constants

(~

and Kvco) and

the main capacitor of the loop filter, in fact the same parameters that set the loop bandwidth. If a
narrow band flat noise source is added to the reference signal the system will be able to track the
low frequency part and will attenuate the high frequency part. The actual response consists of the
sum of a number of straight lines. Every 5 JlS (corresponding to a rate of 200 kHz)

a new

element is added to this sumo This means a number of spurious components will arise at that
frequency and its harmonies.
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..
2.4 Tbe effect of frequency division on phase noise

If the phase noise (rads) of a digital signal is represented by its equivalent time jitter (s), the
effect of a frequency division becomes very straightforward. The phase difference of a signal
with given frequency and time jitter can he calculated using (2.16).

(2.16)

Here,

~t

denotes the time jitter [sJ and fs the frequency of the signal. Now, if a frequency

division is performed, the time jitter will not change, but the frequency wil!. This means that the
phase difference will be divided by the same factor as the frequency. For the power spectral
density of the phase noise this yields (2.17).

(2.17)

S.(ooJ denotes the phase noise PSD at an angular offset frequency oom from the carrier.
If a digital phase detector is used[20, 29] (like the one described in paragraph 1.3) the
information about the phase noise at the divider's output is only available at the positive edge of
the output signal. If the original phase noise is wideband an aliasing effect takes place. This
means that a signal at an offset from

an integer multiple of half the reference frequency will add

to the baseband noise at that offset. For a unifonn (white) signal, this means that the tota! noise
PSD becomes (2.18).

(2.18)

F l1lU is the maximum signal frequency of the original phase noise, and Ftef is the frequency at
which the phase detector operates. If the noise spectrum is not flat, but has a slope of IIf (as
can be observed for

veo)

the effect of the aliasing is negligible for low offset frequencies.
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3.1 Noise in the VCO
The high noise level found in the VCO is one of the reasons why a PLL-architecture is used in
low-noise frequency synthesis. This VCO-noise consists of both additive (white) and multiplicative (1/t) noise. The multiplicative noise is dominant at frequencies close to the carrier, the rest of
the spectrum is governed by additive noise.{ 1,5,6,21].

3.1.1 Additive noise

The resulting spectrum can be found considering a basic oscillator model such as shown in figure
3.1

Bandpass
Filter

Figure 3.1 Simple oscillator model

To make a steady oscillation possible the amplification factor (A) must be unity. The output
noise in then found to be (3.1)

Si w )

= Slw)!

H(w)

1

l-H(w)

,2

with

jw/w 0
= -----"----1 +J'Q( - W W
-O
-)
wow
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In this equation H(m) denotes the transfer function of the bandpass filter. Q denotes the (1oaded)
quality factor of the oscillator and roo the output frequency. Sj is the input noise power per unit
bandwidth with respect to the signal power. This input noise is assumed to have a white PSD.
When considering phase noise, not the actual ro but merely the (small) offset frequencies from
the carrier are of importance. H(ro) can thus be replaced by its Taylor approximation taken at 0>rom " This is stated in (3.2).

H(w,J = H(w-wJ = H(wJ

+

H'(wJ'wm

(3.2)

Then So becomes (3.3)

(3.3)

With F the noise figure of the amplifier, T the temperature, k Boltzman's constant and Ps is the
power of the carrier signal.This is the single sideband noise in a I Hz bandwidth at rom from the
carrier. The theory derived in chapter two says, that this noise is divided equaIly in AM-noise
and phase noise (considering the system to be linear, so no AM-PM conversion takes place). This
means that for the resultant phase noise (3.4) is found.

(3.4)

3.1.2 Multiplicative noise

Although the theory used to describe the additive noise predicts the phase noise of the VCO quite
weIl, it cannot be correct, because it does not give an explanation for the 1/f3 spectrum that is
measured for frequencies close to the carrier. The assumption that the amplification factor is
unity for the entire spectrum is also not correct, because then the oscillation would never build-up
in amplitude. This means that at start-up the gain must be higher then unity, and this means that
there must exist some mechanism in the device to be able to control this gain.
If a basic LC-oscillator is exarnined always one or more

transistors are used for this gain
control. The signals at the gates of the transistors have a rather large value, so the output will not
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be proportional to the input, but will have a squared character. This means that intennodulation
between noise components and the carrier and between the different noise components will take
place. The latter effect will however be small because the carrier is much larger than the noise
components.

If the active elements are assumed to produce only second order modulation, the only noise
components that can be found in the frequency band of interest, are cross products of the near

De

components and the carrier. The noise components in the output found by the linear analysis

are added to these cross products.
The signal at the input of the MOS transistor is large, so the MOS acts as a switch. The output
CUITent can be given by (3.5).

lout(t)

(3.5)

= Ks(t)

Here s(t) is a switching function and K some constant. The output CUITent of a MOS transistor is
corrupted by l/f noise, which is due to changes in the mobility Il. The factor K is proportional to
this mobility and will also be corrupted. The switching function will upconvert this noise to the
band of interest, where it is filtered by the high-Q filter. The result is noise with a slope of l/f3 ,
for the noise close to the carrier. If the upconverted noise is high enough, there will be a
component at the flat portion of the filter, resulting in lIf noise.
The Q-factor of the oscillator is a very important factor in the resultant output noise as can be
seen from equation (3.4). For a voltage controlled oscillator, the Q is lower when the tuning
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Figure 3.2 VCO-OU!put noise
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range of the oscillator is larger, and this means a larger amount of phase noise. Figure 3.2 shows
a picture of the phase noise of the 900 Mhz VCO used in the PLL that is examined.

3.2 Noise in the digital phase detector
The phase noise generated in the phase detector is usually at a very low level. However, it adds
directly to the noise in the reference and thus can be of importance in the total output noise. This
noise is caused mainly by noise (jitter) in the two flip-flops (fig. 1.3). This can be shown using
figure 3.3.
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•
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Figure 3.3 Noise in the phasedetector

Considering the output (of the chargpump) to be in high impedance state, and let (without loss
of generality) the reference lead the feedback signal. The rising edge of the reference will cause
the charge pump to give a positive chargepump output signal (outp). With a rising edge of the
feedback signal the output will go back to zero again. The total time that the output is positive is
given by the time between the two edges plus the noise generated by the two flip-flops.
After the build-in delay the two flip-flops are reset, but due to the noise this will not happen at
the same time. This means that for some time the output will differ from zero. The build-in delay
will also suffer from noise, but during this delay the output will always be zero. Therefore this
noise will have no effect on the total output noise. The noise in the other digital ports cao be
neglected.
The total output noise for this kind of phasedetector then becomes (3.6):
Bout

= BQup

+ SQ'N,UI' + BQ
+ BQ#'. _ NICe
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In this fonnula SQ denotes the noise of the Q-output of the flip-flop, at respectively a rising edge
of the clock (up) or a reset signal (reset). To gain some insight in the noise level to be expected,
a flip-flop as used in this phase detector, was simulated using transient noise. The result of this
simulation is shown in figure B.2 (Appendix B). Compared to the reference (B.l) the noise is
negligible.
As already stated, the noise in the Iref has also an influence on the resultant output noise,
because a change in Iref during the time of the build-in delay has the same effect as noise in the
phase itself. The resultant phase error can be calculated using (3.7),[23].

(3.7)

If the LU is smal I

10

comparison with the current, the influence of this factor will not be

noticeable.

3.3 Noise in digital frequency dividers
3.3.1 The need for two frequency dividers

In PLL's for telecommunication applications two frequency dividers are used. Not only in the
feedback loop, but also to scale the signal from the reference source down. This reference signal
usually is generated by a crystal in thè 5-10 Mhz range, where a channel spacing at the output in
the kilohertz range is desired. Because the reference signal detennines the minimum channel
spacing a divider is necessary.
The divider in the feedback loop is used to scale the RF-signal down. Although it is possible to
construct a single programmabie divider with a large enough range, this is not practical when
high division ratios and many channels are needed. Instead the divider is split up in two parts.
Figure 3.4 shows a typical divider structure. The prescalar is used to scale the RF frequency
down by a factor P or P+l (controlled by the MC signal) and then a programmabie counter
completes the division. Comparator 2 gives a signal every time the counter reaches N and the
counter is reset upon this signal, here also the division output is generated. Comparator 2 thus
detennines the total number of di visions,

T = A(P+l)

+

(N-A)P' = NP+A
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Figure 3.4 Typical divider structure
where comparator one sets the number of divisions by P+1. The division ratio can be calculated
using relation (3.8).
For N > P all the possible integer division are possible with this configuration (this would not be
the case with a mono modulus prescalar. where only P times the reference frequency would be
possible)

3.3.2 Noise in frequency dividers
In most phase locked loops the noise contribution of the digital frequency dividers is negligible
compared to the other noise sourees. In systems with a high divide ratio however, even a small
amount of divider output noise can cause a high level of vco output noise because of the
multiplication trough the loop[ 12-13, 17].
The simplest divider consists of a cascade of JK-flip-flops where the output of the first acts as
the doek signalof the second. This is called an asynchronous divider. In this type of divider
any jitter generated by the first flip-flop propagates through the chain to the output. If all the flipflops have the same jitter properties the total output noise will be multiplied by n (where n is the
number of asynchronous stages. For the resultant phase noise caused by jitter the fol1owing
relation can be derived (3.9).

(3.9)
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With fo the output frequency and St the PSD of the jitter (unit S2), jitter is caused by variations in
the propagation delay of the flip-flops and is thus independent of the output frequency. Figure 3.5
shows an example of an asynchronous divider.
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Figure 3.5 Asynchronous divider

When large division ratios are necessary and low output noise is required, this is a very
advantageous scheme. For these kinds of applications only synchronous dividers should be used.
In the synchronous divider all flip-flops operate with one master dock signal, some
combinational circuit is used for the communication between the flip-flops. The noise is then
generated by a single flip-flop (n=I). Figure 3.6 shows an exarnple of a synchronous divider.
Both divider types can of course be constructed with other flip-flop types (D-flip-flops).
Jitter is of course not the only noise source in a frequency divider, at the output of the divider
there win be some generation of phase noise. The two types can be distinguished by changing the
output frequency, the contribution of jitter will also change. Both types of noise will suffer from
the sampling effect described in paragraph 2.4
The noise generated by a flip-flop was already examined in paragraph 3.2. Assuming both the
reference as the prograrnmable divider to be synchronous, this will detennine the divider output
noise. The noise contribution (even when sampling effects are taken into account) is much lower
than the noise generated by the reference and can thus be neglected. The prescalar is assumed to
be noiseless.
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Figure 3.6 Synchronous divider

3.4 Noise in the loopf:aIter
The loopfIlter has a great influence on the system' s total noise perfonnance. However it must be
kept in mind that the· filter itself can generate a fair amount of noise, especially if an active filter
is used. The noise then consists of noise in the active elements plus thennal noise in the resistors.
Figure 3.7 shows a typical filter configuration with the most important noise sources.

Figure 3.7 Typical filter configuration

With no input current present the output voltage due to the noise sources can be calculated using
small signal analysis. The output noise power density SOR because of the resistor's therrnal noise
can be calculated straightforwardly (3.10)

=

S
OB

11

SB
+ j<uR(CI +C2) 12
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= -------'---.'11 + j<uR(CI +C2) 12

(3.10)
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The noise density due to' the amplifier's input current noise SOl has a contribution of (3.11)

(3.11)

The influence of the voltage noise cannot be calculated assuming a ideal opamp because then no
path for the current would exist. Assuming fmite input resistance R;n and gain the output noise
can be calculated as follows(3.12).

Vout

= K(üJ)I'Rin

=

K(e..»

with

K
1 +je..>'r

K is here the De-gaih, F(ro) the transfer function as stated in equation (1.8) and
pole of the amplifier. Vx represents the voltage noise source.

(3.l2)

e the dominant

Solving the first equation 0(3.12) and substituting this in the second gives (3.13).

VoutK( e..> )Rin _ V
out
Rin + F(e..»

=

K( e..> )Rin V%
Rin + F(e..»

(3.l3)

If F( ro) is much smaller than K 'R;n and roe is smaller than 1, the second term on the lefthand is
negligible and (3.13) becomes (3.14).

(3.l4)

The total output noise density at the opamp output now becomes (3.15).

So(e..»

= S./..e..»

+

Sz{e..»IF(üJ)1 2

+

11

+

4_k_TR
_
je..>R(Cl+C2)1 2

(3.l5)

The output noise of the opamp is filtered by the additiönal filters (in this case a simple low pass
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section). The noise of the resistors in the additional filter add to the tota! output noise.
For a MOS amplifier the input current noise level is very much lower than the input voltage
noise. OnIy at very Iow frequencies (where F(ro) is high) this noise can play a roie of interest. In
this analysis it will be negiected. Figure 3.8 shows the resultant output-noise spectrum.
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Figure 3.8 Filter output phase noise
The influence of this noise will be noticeabie in the region where the reference has a flat noise
spectrum.
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4. Modelling the PLL.
4.1 The use of HDL·A (Hardware Description Language Analog) models
For digital circuits the use of a hardware description language (VHDL) has proved to be an
efficient way to simulate circuits with a complex behaviour. In such a description language the
circuit is modeled as a black box with a number of in- and outputs and a number of transfer
functions. For digital circuits the in- and outputs have discrete values (p.e. bits), therefore the
transfer functions must have a discrete character.
For an analog circuit the same concept can be used, be it that now the in- and outputs have
continuous values (and the corresponding transfer functions are therefore continuous). To have a
realistic model these continuous (electrical) nodes should have two values, namely the current
trough a node and the voltage across the node and a chosen reference node. However, for some
applications it is preferabIe to have a non-electrical in- or output which has only one value (this
is for instance the case with a VCO where the output frequency is the variabIe of interest)
In HDLA -the description language used here- the model can have a discrete, continuous or
mixed character. This means that there are a number of discrete in and output nodes (ports), a
number of continuous electrical nodes (pins) and a number of non-electrical in- and output
variables (states). Figure (4.1) shows a typical HDL-A building block. These blocks can be used
together with nonnal elements in aspice like simulator.

Input

Output
- - ---e

0----

ports

HDL-A
0- - - - -

BLOeK

0---plns

- - -- - --

....

- - ---e

0- - - -

I

"

states

Figure 4.1 Typical HDL-A building block
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4.2 Noise models far the PLL
4.2.1 The linear AC-model
The first PLL model to be developed is based on the linear analysis with additive noise sourees.
As stated before this analysis provides a good insight in the tota! output phase noise as long as
the noise-bandwidth is small and the tota! rms phase error is much smaller then 1 rad.
The model itself is just a HDL-A implementation of the total noise equation, the filter is modeled
by standard (spice) components. Here the filter is used as in the real circuit. The additive noise
sources can be modeled using the standard (AC) noise sources in Eldo.

o tota1noise
-40n=-_......

+ refemoise
=

AC10ise resu.lts
~ vçanoise ==-....._ =

==-

-=g

.....

Phase
noise
[dBc]

Figure 4.2 Results lor the AC-noise simulation
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The output frequency is set at 896 MHz (one of the GSM channels chosen arbitrary).
MhzJV,

~ef

Kvco

is 22

is I mA, N is 4480 (because the reference is 200 kHz) and the filter is as shown in

app. E., these are the values used in the present real circuit and taken from the specifications of
Alcatel Mobile Phones. This model is straightforward an very fast to simulate. The result for the
total noise is shown in figure 4.2. All the relevant additive noise

source~

are inc1uded here.

Three different regions can be recognised, the low frequency part where the reference noise
dominates, the high frequency part where the VCO noise dominates and the middle part. This
middle part is caused by the output noise of the filter, the only source missing here is the noise
in Iref.

4.2.2 Transient model
A transient model can be developed by a simple substitution of each block of the circuit by a
behavioural block in HDL-A. The in- and output signals of the different blocks stay the same as
in the real circuit, except for the division factor which is set by a state. This is shown in figure
4.3.

V(c)

Figure 4.3 Transient model of the PU
The goal of this model is the analysis of low-Ievel noise phenomena at the output. This means
that accurate phase infonnation of a sinusoid at 900 MHz is necessary, which implies that the
maximum time step would be much smaller than 1 ns. This is unacceptable since the noise
should be measurable for offset frequencies lower than 1 kHz, which would take far to much
CPU-time 1•

It takes about four hours on a sparcIO to. evaluate a sinusoidal souree for
Ims of simulated time using a maximum time step of Ins.
1
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With some small modifications a different approach can be found . The VCO output is no longer
a sinusoid but a state which value equals the instantaneous frequency of the sinusoid. This signal
is divided by the prescaler which has digital output. The rest of the circuit is the same as before.
Because the highest real signal frequency now is about 13 MHz the maximum time step can be
increased.
The prescalar acts like a counter, after 65 (or 64) zero crossings of the input signal, the output
should have a rising edge. The 65th zero crossing takes place at the moment that the output
phase has advanced 1301t. Because the actual output signal is a frequency signal a (numerical)
integration must be performed. At the moment the phase reaches 1301t, the result of the
integration is reset and the cycle repeats itself (eq. (4.1)).

(4. I}

In this equation tk is the k-th timestep and fk the input frequency during that timestep.
For the result of the integration to be correct, the frequency should not change significantly
during a timestep. This will cause no problems because the maximum time step is govemed by
the 13MHz output signa!. At this frequency the phase noise equals the VCO output noise fioor,
which is decades lower then the noise in the band of interest. This model can now be used to
simulate the behaviour of the loop without noise sources. The result of this is shown in figure
4.4. The output is here a voltage with a value that equals the VCO output frequency.

To enable a transient noise simulation an extra input signal (using a pin ) is added to each HDLA block. These input signals are baseband transient noise signais, with a PSD that corresponds to
the single sideband spectrum of the phase noise. The output signalof each block is now
modulated by this noise source, causing phase jitter. The jitter generated by all the different
blocks will cause a modulation of the VCO output frequency. The phase noise of the VCO output
can be calculated using (4.2).

äcl>(t)

= 2rtJftt)-ftt)dt

(4.2)

ftt) :: E[Jtt)]

In this equation f(t) is the instantaneous output frequency of the VCO [Hz] and ó.<l> the difference
between measured and ideal phase.
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When this approach is used for anormal simulation (without noise) the accuracy of the
simulation is high, without causing the simulation time to be too long. If with the same accuracy
parameters a noise simulation is tried, the situation is different. This is caused by the way the
simulation time-step is updated.
For a digital signal, the time-step is smallest at alto 0 (or 0 to 1) transition, it there equals the
minimum time-step. For every new point to be calculated, the time-step is updated. If the
resultant voltage (current) for a point, found by taking a time-step larger than the previous step
is within certain values (set by common spice accuracy parameters), the point is accepted. This
process will repeat itself until the maximum time-step is reached (or the voltage exceeds the
accuracy values).
If noise is present the accuracy constrains are less stringent. This means that at the moment the
reference signal should have a positive edge, there are not enough iterations to determine the
moment accurately enough. If these moments where at a fixed rate, this would not cause a
problem, because then the moment would he known a priori and it could be programmed using a
fixed delay, or corrected if the error is known 2• When noise alters the period of a digital wave,
the transition moment is not known a priori, but only when the moment is there. This means the
detected phase difference is not correct.
If the constrains are set to a smaller value, non-convergence is the result. Using different update
algorithms for the time-step only worsens the result. Only if the maximum time-step is set to a
smaller value, the system can be made accurate enough. The result is that the simulation time is
again too long.

4.2.3 Transient model using states

In the former model the phase information was communicated through the circuit using digital
signais, just like in the real circuit. In the model described here these signals are still present, but
they are only used to synchronize the different blocks. The real information about the phase is
communicated via states that contain information about the length of the last period. This means
that there is time to make corrections

2In VHDL there is the possibility to use an 'AFTER' statement. The signal
transition is calculated at the moment the line .is executed by the program, but
only put into the system after a certain delay.
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For the reference source this is done using a (noiseless) dock of 200 kHz. This will not suffer
much inaccuracy because it gives just a samples of the noise at constant predetermined rate. The
phase noise is transformed into a noisy period (Tnoise)' by using the relation (4.3)

(4.3)

and <1>2 are the phases at last and the present positive edge respectively. The fref is assumed to
be noiseless entering the block, all the noise is present in the phase.
<1>1

The period of the feedback signal is determined by the time that is needed for the system to
advance 1301t. Because of the limited accuracy in the presence of noise, this period will have an
error, the system will react not at the precise moment but ot later. A correction is necessary and
can be calculated using (4.4).

Ä<I>

=

21t:E fk'Ät k - 65·21t
k

Ä~

Ät::

(4.4)

21tfo

10

denotes here the long term mean value of the output frequency.

For small noise this correction will result in an accurate output period. After the division by the
programmabie divider the two period signals enter the phase detector. The phase difference
between the two signals (that contain information about the periods) can be calculated using
(4.5).

(4.5)

Tcom denoted the period of the feedback signal. This equation stated that for a initial phase error
of zero (which can be set), the two period give the necessary information. The filter can only
give its response after this value is known, and this means that here no accuracy problems arise.
This model is valid only when the noise is smalI, because the response to the phase errors is
always after the two signals have had there zero-one transition. This means that the asymmetrical
effect as described in 1.3 is not implemented. If the nöise is at a very high level, the effect can
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brought into account, because than the infonnation of the digital signals is accurate enough. This
is neglected here. The simulation results for the total noise are given in figure 4.5. The AC noise
output is drawn again to be able to make a comparison between the two modeIs. At the flat
frequency region the transient model gives a bit higher value, this is due to sampling effects. but
also because the spectral density of the noise functions is not ideal (App. C). Parameters are the
same as for the AC-simulation. The reference noise is assumed to be significant in a bandwidth
of I MHz, which implies a rise in reference noise level of about 6 dB. Integration of this result
from 15 to 15 kHz gives a result of 1.3 degrees nns phase noise, where measured values are 1.4
to 1.6 degrees.

o ac-result + transient phase noise
lSe -70r;==~==================================jj

ise

kj

=-85 =-90 =-95 =-100 =-105 =-80

-110 I.!;-~~F=========:::=~~I~I~I~I
~1~r===~=======~===1
=='=1'=:F.~~===~~r.r
e+

e+

Figure 4.5 Output of transient noise simulation
The effect of the loop filter on the spurious components can best be viewed when the loop is
locking after a frequency jump. Figure B.3 (appendix B) shows the effect of additional filtering
on the output pulses of the charge pump. These spurious components create a peak at the sample
frequency and can thus disturb nearby channels.
The model used here still causes some difficulties. Sometimes there are spikes in the output
signal, which cannot be explained if the model would work correctly. Furtherrnore, at some
values of the maximum time-step (set by the user), at some point during simulation the time-step
gets stuck at its minimum value, which causes the simulation to be unacceptably slow. These
problems seem to he originating in Eldo, the spice-like simulator that is used. No solutions could
be found to solve this problem.(For HDL-A source files see app. A)
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5. Reducing phase noise
From the analysis and the simulation results in the preceding chapter it can be seen that at
frequencies close to the carrier two noise sources have the most significant contribution. These
are the noise at the reference and the noise at the output of the filter (for the PLL configuration
examined here). Now a couple of means will be discussed to reduce the influence of the noise in
these two sources.

5.1 PLL at the double frequency.
One way to reduce the influence of noise the generated in the filter is to multiply all the
frequencies in the loop by a factor two. This means that the noise generated by the reference and
the veo would be increased by 6 dB. The main capacitor of the loop filter should be decreased
by a factor 2, in order to keep bandwidth, damping factor and pull-in timeconstant the same. The
noise contribution of the filter will stay the same. At the output, the frequency is divided by two.
The K.co is also multiplied by a factor two, the other parameters are the same as stated in chapter
4. Figure 5.1 shows the AC-noise response of this approach. Input frequency is 400 kHz, output
frequency is 896 Hz. Vco constant and phase noise are doubled compared to the values used for
the nonnal curve (these were 22 kHz and spectrum of 3.2). The rest of the parameters are the
same as stated in chapter 4.

lase
0 normal + double freqi1ency
lise -60 rë_ :===================================='

Bc]
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-80

-90

-

=-

=-

=-

-100

=-

-110

-=freq

Fig 5.1 AC-noise result of the loop operating at double frequency
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As can be seen , this approach results in some reduction of the total output phase noise. For low
frequencies the noise in the reference stays the dominant contributor.

5.2 Double loop PLL
A way to decrease the influence of the reference noise is the use of a double loop PLL [27]. This
is shown in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 Architecture double loop PLL

The VCO of the second loop is set at a fixed frequency ffix' The tuning range of this VCO can be
very small, thus its Q factor will be high. This means that the output phase noise is relatively
low. This means the bandwidth of the second loop filter must be made smaller in order to get
optimum phase noise performance.
If the auxiliary VCO frequency is relatively high, the division factor of the main loop can be
made much smaller. Then for frequencies lower than the loop bandwidth, the phase noise is
determined by the noise of the second loop. To keep the bandwidth of the main loop the same,
the reference current should be changed accordingly.
Figure 5.3 shows the result for an auxiliary loop at a frequency of 850 MHz. The main divider is
set at a rate of 230. The phase noise of the second VCO was estimated to be reduced by a factor
20. The reference current was 0.077 mA. The other parameters are the same as stated in chapter

4.
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.5. Reducing phase noise
One drawback to this approach is the fact that. the change of the division faétor is much larger
(relatively) than was the case with a single loop PLL. This means thatthe loop bandwidth. will he
significantly changed going from the lower to the upper channels.

o double loop + nor.mal
Phase
noise
[dBc]

-60re=============================~

-

-90 =-

-100 =

-

-110=-

-

-120 l!:;=r.;=::;:7Pi=:b::=:b::~=:k1
~I~191 i;:18++'~==~=~~~I ~I.,,;'=I~I8+ rr==~=~,.;I~=1=I~I~I1fIif'J
8+
8+
±Ol

freq
Figure 5.3 Result for the double loop architecture
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Conclusions
Reviewing the work done, the following important conclusions can be drawn. These conclusions are
only valid for the PLL examined here (i.e. a single loop PLL which can he used for GSM telephony)
•

For digital PLL's with a relative narrow loop bandwidth, the noise phenomena can be
examined using a simple model based on an ideal PLL with additive noise sources. This
model reveals that the final output noise spectrum can be divided into three regions. In each
region there is only one dominant noise source. For low frequencies this is the noise in the
reference, for high offset frequencies this is the VCQ-noise. Near the cut-off frequency, the
output noise of the loop filter dominates.

•

The developed transient model should be used to verify the result given by the AC-model.
Furthennore it can be used to examine the effect of noise sampling, the effect of the pulsed
input to the loopfilter and the locking process.

•

The noise generated in the low-frequency part is multiplied by the division factor squared.
This means that even devices that generate low phase noise, can have a significant
contribution in the total output noise. The amount of noise in the low frequency part should
thus be minimized. This can be done by using a very stable reference, a passive loop filter
and the construction of synchronous frequency dividers.

•

Even when the loop filter is passive, the thennal noise of the resitors will play a significant
role in the total output phase noise. If an active filter is used, the noise of the active element
worsens the resu 11. Adding extra filters to reduce the spurious at the sample frequency,
causes an increase of the noise, so there is a trade-off between phase noise and spurious.
This causes the design of the filter to be very critical.

•

The noise of the phase detector is negligible in comparison with the phase noise of the
reference. However, because of the build-in delay the current noise generated in the charge
pump can be of importance. The delay should therefore be as small as possible, because the
resulting phase noise is proportional to the length of this delay (and the current noise).

•

The double loop architecture can be used if a reduction of the reference noise is desired. If
the noise of the filter is too high, the loop could be made to operate on the double
frequency.

•

HDL-A provides an efficient way to simulate complex analog or mixed circuits. Using these
blocks together with transient noise, gives problems with the simulation accuracy, and can
result in an increase of measured noise, because of numerical errors.

..
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lasedetector HDLA macromodel
tTY dig-phase_freq IS
PORT (ref,inp: IN BIT; ... outflag : INOUT BIT);
COUPLING(Iref,refperiod,inperiod: ANALOG);
PIN (vout,dummy : ELECTRICAL);
ENTITY dig-phase_freq;
rhe two incoming period signals (in seconds) are here subtracted and
the difference is added to the old phase error. When the initial
~hase error is zero, the value of 'deltaphi' gives the actual difference
between two positive edges. The digital part is used for timing.
HITECTURE a OF dig-phase_freq IS
NAL flag, fIag2 : BIT;
TE vaIue,deIta,deItaphi,eIapsed: ANALOG;
IN
ELATION
PROCEDURAL FOR DC=>
vout.v %= O.Oi
deItaphi:=O.O;
PROCEDURAL FOR TRANSIENT=>
HASE DETECTOR FIRST PART
IF (fIag2'EVENT ANC fIag2='0') OR (fIag'EVENT AND fIag='O') THEN
deItaphi:=refperiod+deltaphi-inperiod;
dummy.v%=deltaphi:
END IF;
NO

RELATION;

'HASE DETECTOR DIGITAL PART
Delays used here of 10 and 20 ps are arbitrary
ROCESS
he new frequency
BEGIN
LOOP
WAlT ON ref, inpi
IF inp' LAST_EVENT < ref' LAST_EVENT THEN
IF ref = '1' AND flag = '0' and fIag2 = '0' THEN
fIag2 <='1';
ELSIF ref = '1' AND flag = '1' THEN
flag <= '0';
outflag <= '1' AFTER 20 ps , '0' AFTER 100ns;
END IF;
ELSIF inp'LAST_EVENT > ref'LAST_EVENT THEN
IF inp = '1' AND fIag2 = '1' THEN
fIag2 <= '0';
,
outflag <= 'l'AFTER 20 ps,/O' AFTER 100ns;
ELSIF inp = '1' AND fIag2 = '0' and fIagF'O' THEN
flag <= '1';
END IF;'·
ELSE

A~O

IF inp ='1' aR ref ='1' THEN
fIag2 <= '1' ,'0' AFTER 10ps;.
flag <= '1','0' AFTER 10ps;
outflag <= '1' AFTER 20 ps, '0' AFTER 100ns;
~TT"'I

T'l:'.

1
~

Referenee HDLA maeromodel
refer IS
GENERIC (period : TIME ;delay,duty_eycle
PORT (elk: INOUT BIT)~
COUPLING(outperiod": ANALOG);
PIN(ph~senoise: ELECTRICAL);

~ITY

,"' t

REAL) ;

);

"The pin' is connected to a standard (transient) noise souree
The eouplingg~ves the value (seeonds) of the outputperiod

:HITECTURE e OF réfer IS
VARIABLE ton,toff : TIME;
STATE mean_freq,phase :ANALOG;
;IN
~ELATION

PROCEDURAL FOR INIT =>
.
period:= TIME(1.0e-6);
delay := 0.0;
duty_cyele := 0.5;
IF (period <= time(O.O)) THEN
REPORT "period must be >0" SEVERITY ERROR;
END IF;
IF «duty_cyele <= 0.0) OR (duty_cycle >= 1.0)) THEN
REPORT "duty_cycle must be in ]0,1[" SEVERITY ERROR;
END IF;
ton := period*duty_cycle;
toff := period - ton;
PROCEDURAL FOR DC =>
outperiod := 5.0e-6;
.. :

:/....

,

.

... PROCEDURAL FOR TRANSlENT =>
phase := phasenoise.v;
instead of calculating the derivative of phasenoise.v and then
averaging this over a period, the phase at the beginning of the
period and at the end are subtracted. With low noise a neglegible
.error is made beeause a fixed sample frequency is used, where it
should equal the mean frequeney during a period.
.
......
.

~

... .

,'.

"

.. IFelk ' EVENT AND clk=' l' THEN
outperiod:=REAL(period)*(1.0-(phase-mean_freq)/twopi);
mean_freq:=phase;
END IF;

::NO RELATION;

?ROCESS
BEGIN
IF (delay < 0.0) THEN
.
clk <= ' l' ;
clk <= '0' AFTER ton;
ELSE
clk <= ' 0' ;
elk <= '1'. AFTER period;
END IF;
LOOP
WAlT ON clk;
IF (clk = '0') THEN
clk <= '1' AFTER toff;
ELSE

h~

ENTITY fre~div_new IS
GENERIC (N : INTEGER; P : inteqer; period : REAL);
PORT(diqoutp : INOUT BIT);
COUPLING (inpphase,inpfreq,outper: ANALOG);
END ENTITY fre~div_new;.
~
--The two dividers are joined in one hdla model, the input of the model
is the frequency value (rad/seconds) of the VCO. The output is the value
of the resultinq period after div~sion. The prescalar has a fixed
value of 64. Dual-modulus will be modeled. The diqital part provides
communication between the two analoq parts of the model.
ARCHITECTURE almost OF fre~div_new IS
VARIABLE counter : INTEGER;
state pi128:analoq;
STATE mean_freq, meant~e,div t~e, div_time2, freqnul : ANALOG;
STATE flaq,internper,mean freq2,phasenew,phaseold,delta : ANALOG;
BEGIN
RELATION
PROCEDURAL FOR init=>
N:= 70;
P:= 64;
period := 5.0e-6;
PROCEDURAL FOR DC=>
outper := period;
internper := period/70.0;
flaq: =flaq-I. 0;
pi128 :=65. O*twopi; .
PROCEDURAL FOR

TRANSIENT~>

the variabIe mean_freq is used to sum the frequency times time_step
if its value reaches pi128, that is 64 periods, it means that the
output of the prescalar starts its next periode With noise present
the value of mean_freq will qive the nomina1 frequency plus averaqe
FREQUENCY noise in a period, just like in a real divider. This value is
transferred to the second part,where aqain a division is made.
DIVIDER PRESCALAR PART:
mean_freq:= inpfreq*TIME_STEP +mean_freq;
TIME STEP;

meantime:=meant~e +

freqnul:=9.028e8;
delta:=mean_freq*twopi;
IF delta>- pi128 TEEN
div_time :- meantime-«mean_freq-pi128/twopi)/freqnul);
internper :=div time;
meantime:_ meantime-div time;
mean freq :- mean freq-pi128/twopi;
-- reset time and freq
mean-freq2:-div tIrne+mean freq2;
flaq-:- flaq+l.0;
flaq is a counter
if flaq < 35.0 then pi128:=65.0*twopi;
else pi128:-64.0*twopi;
end if;
END IF;
DIVIDER SECOND PART:
IF diqoutp'event AND diqoutp='l' TEEN
outper :- mean_freq2;

A5

-- check diqital part

a~v

t.J.rne:.:::=u.o;

mean freq2:= 0.0;
Pi128:=64.0*twopi;
flag:=O.O;
END IF;
END RELATION;
-

DIVIDER DIGITAL PART:
PROCESS
BEGIN
diqoutp<='O' ;
LOOP
WAIT ON flaq'risinq(REAL(N)-0.5);
diqoutp<='l' ,'0' AFTER 2 us;
END LOOP;
END PROCESSi
END ARCHITECTURE aLmosti

-- reset time and freq
-

reset counter

ENTITY veo IS
GENERIC (fO, kf, rnaxmaq : REAL) i
COUPLING (phase,freq : ANALOG)i
PIN (inp,phasenoise~ vout: ELECTRICAL)i
END ENTITY veo;
-- gives the output phase and output frequeney related to the input
-- The phasenoise is provided by a standard noise sourd~ of ELDO
ARCHITECTURE b OF veo IS
STATE w,phi,dw,noise,fre~noise: ANALOG;
BEGIN
RELATION
PROCEDURAL FOR init =>
fO : - 9. Oe8;
kf :- 1.OeS;
maxmaq := 3. 0;
PROCEDURAL FOR DC=>
phase := 0.0;
freq := 8.96e8;
vout.v %= freq;
PROCEDURAL FOR TRANSIENT=>
noise:=phasenoise.v;
--if abs (noise) > 4.0eS then fre~noise:=4.0e5;
--else fre~noise:=noise;
--end if;
w :~ (fO+kf*inp.v)+noise;
dw :a eurrent -time * (w'previous - w);
phi := dw + phi'PREVIOUS;
freq := W;
phase := phi;
vout.v %= freq;
END RELATION;
END ARCHITECTURE b;

A7

ENTITY chargepump IS
PORT (flaq: IN BIT; flag2 :INOUT BIT);
PIN (vout,vin,fals,eurrentnoise: ELECTRICAL);
END ENTITY

c~argepump;

The chargepump wait for a digital timing signal frorn.the phase detector
and then converts the value of the phase differenceina pulse with lV
amplitude and the lenqth of the phase difference. It's also possible to do
this with a current pulse. Anti-backlash is not modeled as yet.
ARCHITECTURE c OF chargepump IS
STATE timeout,delta,dummyfreq :ANALOG;
signal flag3 : bit;
BEGIN
RELAT ION
PROCEDURAL FOR DC=>
vout.v %= 0.0;
timeout := 0.0;
fals.v %=0.0;
PROCEDURAL FOR AC=>
vout.v %= vin.v/twopi ;
PROCEDURAL FOR TRANSIENT=>
delta :=

abs(v~n.v);

IF flag'EVENT AND flag = '0' TEEN
timeout:= 0.0;
END IF;
IF flag2'EVENT AND fiag2 ='0' TEEN
dummyfreq:=vin.v;
IF dummyfreq > 0. TEEN
slope(vout.v,-1.0+currentnoise.v,0.0,0.5e-9);
ELSIF dummyfreq < 0.0 THEN
slope(vout.v,1.0+currentnoise.v,0.0,0.5e-9);
END IF;
ELSIF flag2'EVENT AND flag2='1' THEN
slope(vout.v,0.0,0.0,0.5e-9);
slope(fals.v,0.0,0.0,0.5e-9);
END IF;
IF flag3'event AND flag3='0' TEEN
dummyfreq:=vin.v;
IF dummyfreq > 0. TEEN
slope(fals.v,-1.0,0.0,0.5e-9);
ELSIF dummyfreq < 0.0 THEN
slope(fals.v,1.0,0.0,0.5e-9);
END IF;
ELSIF flag2'EVENT AND flag2='1' THEN
slope(vout.v,0.0,0.0,0.5e-9);
slope(fals.v,0.0,0.0,0.5e-9);
END IF;

°

°

END RELATION;
--PHASE DETECTOR DIGITAL PART
PROCESS
BEGIN
flag2 <='1';
flag3 <=a' l' ; ..
LOOP
WAlT ON flag;
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Figure 8.1 Phase noise of reference at 200 kHz
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Figure B.2 Phase noise of D-flipflop at 200 khz output
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Appendix C: Transient noise in Eldo
t ••

Simula~on of

noise in SPICE-lïke simulators usually is done with AC-analysis
methods. Just like in a nonnal AC-analysis, the circuit is assumed to have a
fixed DC-operating point and then a small-sigmil analysis is performed.
However, when this is not possible to perforrn a small signal analysis, the
circuit's noise performance cannot be simulated.
Because the importance of infonnation about noise in circuits, the simulator
Eldo of Anacad provides a solution: transient noise simulation. This type of
simulation can be performed on all types of circuit. The physical noise in the
devices is emulated by time dependent current sources. Each time-step the value
of these current sources is calculated, referring to the frequency characteristics
of the actual noise sources. Figure C.l shows an example of a noise signal that
is the result of a transient noise analysis.
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Fig. C.l Transient noise signal (time domain)
This (white) noise signa! was generated with a standard noise source of Eldo.
This is chosen to be a white noise source of l.E-12 V2/Hz with a cutoff
frequency of 1 MHz and a flfth order cut-off fliter. The noise was analyzed from
10 Hz to 1 MHz using both transient noise and AC-noise analysis. Because the
main concern is the frequency characteristic of the noise, the time dependent
signal needs to be transformed to the frequency domain. This can be done using
Fourier transformation methods.

Cl

C.l Autocorrelation and P5D.
The time-dependent signal generated by the transient noise analysis can be used
to determine the variance of the signal. Although the signal's shape can give
some irifonnation about the presence of lIf-noise, a Fourier transformation is
needed to extract specific frequency infonnation.
.
When dealing with random signals, not the actual signal but its average
properties are important. These average properties can be extracted using the
autocorrelation function which is defmed by (c.l).

<I>(-r;) = x(t)x(t+'t)

=

1
T--r;

T-'t

f x(t)x(t+-r;)dt

(c.l)

o

T denotes the length of the time interval, x(t) is the signal value on time t. The
function describes the influence of a value in the past (time t) on the in
stanaeuos value (time t + 't), averaged over all time. It will be clear that for
large values of 't there will be no correlation and <P will be zero. When 't is
zero, the variance (the average of the squared value) of the signa! is obtained.
The power spectral densÎty (PSD) of a signal is defmed as Fourier transform of
the autocorrelation function. Because this function describes the average
properties of the signal in time-domain, the PSD will do so in frequency
domain. The same effect can be obtained by averaging several nonna! Fourier
transfonns.
Figure C.2 shows the result of the autocorrelation function on the signa! of
figure C.l.
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C.2 Autocorrelation of the signaloffig C.l
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The autocorrelation was calculated with the graphic tooI Xelga (Anacad). With
this tooI, Fast Fourier Transfonns (FFf) as weil as the calculation of PSD and
autocorrelation (two methods) can be done. The correlogram method was chosen
because in the simuiations done this proved to give a better autocorrelation
result. However, care must be taken using this function. The number of points,
sample frequency and the measured interval shouldbe related as (c.2).

N

T=~

(c.2)

In this function T denotes the length of the time interval, N the number of
points and f s the sample frequency. If T is much greater than N/fS' T will be
reduced and measured data is lost. If T is smaller than N/fs , zeros will be
chosen as values for the remaining points and this gives smaller values for the
autocorrelation result. In this case N was 16384, T 10 ms and f s was 1.638
MHz.

If it is not possible to meet condition (c.2), the autocorrelation result cao be
corrected using formula (c.3).
GO

0

2

= 4>(0) = x 2 (t) = fPSD(f)df

(c.3)

o
This formula also is very useful to correct the PSD-result. This is necessary
because this result is offset due to (numerical) amplification of the signal by a
gain factor. Figure C.3 shows the PSD.
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Fig. C.3 PSD of signaloffig Cl

C3

The calculated offset is 60 dB for this PSD. The PSD sho\Ys many peaks for
frequencies greater than 10kHz. Because using a window does not have much
effect, it seems that these peaks actually exist in the signa! and .are not caused
by the Fourier transfoITIl. Using a smooth function, much of the peaks can he
filtered 'out. This smooth function takes the average of the points in one octave
and assigns that value to the point in the logaritlucic middle of the octave.
Figure CA shows this smoothed· function denoted by sI together with the AC
result denoted as DB(onoise).
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Fig CA Smoothed PS and AC-noise simulation.
•1

As can be seen in this figure the low frequencies are about 3dB to low and the
high frequency 3dB to high. This is probably due to imperfections in the random
number generator.
When adding a lIf noise component the low-frequency part shows less
difference with the AC-result. The low frequency part is still a bit lower but
now only 1.5 dB. This is shown in figures C.5 and C.6 . The signa! has a
thennal noise of lE-12 V 2/Hz and a corner frequency of 30 kHz.
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C.6 Autocorrelation, PSD, and AC-result of signaloffig C.5.

The imperfections of the random number generator are still visible, but it seems
that the l/f-slope is less difficult to generate that the flat spectrum. This is
because with the l/f-slope individual frequencies are better distinguishable and
thus easier to generate. For most purposes the measured differences will he not
significant and the noise sources can assumed to behave like real sources.
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App. D: No~se measurements on ·HIPO's
The purpose of the measurements on the HIPü's is to obtain more informati.on
about the relationship between the sheetresistance and the noise characteristics.
Starting with Hooge's empirical equation (1), the relation can be deducted as follows:

a.

(1)

N·!
In this equation N denotes the number of particles participating in the conductance, AR the area of the resistor, n2 the two-dimensional carrier concentration and
f the frequency. The value of the constant a depends on the technology used.
Using the fonnula f<?r the sheet resistance (2), the relation (3) is found.

1

Rh
=n-s eet
· q . Jl
2,

(2)

(3)

a. . Jl . q . Rsheet
AR·!

The noise at 1 Hz thus is linear dependent on the sheet resistance and inversely
dependent on the dimensions of the device., assuming that the term cxJl does not
change significantly. When measuring a number of samples with the same sheet
resistance the noise measured is only depending on the size of the sample.
The measurements are done using an ultra low noise voltage amplifier, an ac precision amplifier and a spectrum analyzer. Figure I shows the test configuration.
In this picture V b denotes the source voltage that is delivered by a battery, Vs is
the De-voltage across the sample and Rv and Rs the resistances ofthe bias resistor
and the sample respectively.

Dl

t.

Vs
Vu
Vb

Rs

Figure 1 Measurement configuration

With the spectrum analyzer the spectrum of the output signal is measured, and the
value of the spectrum at one Hz is detennined, this is Sy(l Hz). The De-voltage
across the devices was measured with a digital multimeter. Assuming the thennal
noise is negligible at 1 Hz, the 1/f noise of the sample can be calculated using (4).

(4)

With Ry much larger than R s the turrent through the sample is constant and then
the term between parantheses equals one because pure voltage noise is measured.
In the measurements done Rvand Rs were chosen to have more or less the same
value, this means the correction term always was taken into account.
When a number of samples with the same sheet resistance are rneasured, a constant (5) can be calculated using equations (3) and (4). This constant can be used
to describe the noise characteristics of the material.

SR

C us

= R 2 (lHz)

-AR

= Ct" Jl." q" Rsheet

(5)

s

Cus has the dimension of Jlrn squared. The finaf graph of Cus as function of sheet
resistance is shown in figure 2 (logllog).
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